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Abstract

Background/Objectives: This paper presents a real-world examination-timetabling problem associated with Universiti 
Malaysia Terengganu (UMT) in Malaysia. We aim to develop a mathematical model that considers the main require-
ments to produce the examination timetable at UMT and attempts to optimize the assignment of exam into room and 
timeslot as preferred by the communities whilst satisfying the requirements mentioned. Methods/Analysis: The main 
requirements is modelled using Binary Integer Programming method and is validated using a self-develop dataset with 
two different preferences assignment and the computational results are reported and analyzed directly using the AIMMS 
Software with CPLEX 12.6.3 solver. Findings: The results shows that the newly developed models have successfully pro-
duce an examination timetable that completely solve all basic requirements addresses by the university and through 
the application of the models, we manage to maximize the preferences of the communities with the assignment of exam 
into the best preferred slots. Novelty/Improvement: These results will be used as reference for developing a more so-
phisticated examination-timetable model that will incorporate more demanding and challenging constraints as well 
as the preferences from community, which will be significantly better than those constructed using the existing manu-
al system especially in terms of solving all requirements which cannot be easily done using the former system in UMT. 

*Author for correspondence

1. Introduction
Over the years, the needs of planning and scheduling have 
becoming extremely important in worldwide organiza-
tion. The organizational strategy is not only focusing on 
increasing the market sales but also to optimize resource 
and emerge as cost-efficient organization1. As exam-
ples, military drafting problem to control shortage of 
resources2, travelling salesman problem to find the short-
est salesmen travel route3, cloud computing for energy 
management problem4 and others. Hence, constructing 
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a plan to execute a number of activities over a period of 
time with limited resources and various constraints or 
simply known as scheduling is the best way to achieve 
the goal. In associate with scheduling for examination 
problem, University Examination Timetabling Problem 
(UETP) is the assignment of exam subject to a limited 
number of available timeslots and rooms in such a way 
that there are no conflict or clashes5,6. In simpler word, an 
exam is assigned in any available timeslots with condition 
to satisfy all required constraints known as hard and soft 
constraints.
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Hard constraint is defined as a type of constraints 
that cannot be violated to avoid infeasible solution. An 
example of hard constraint is conflict of exam where two 
exams taken by the same student cannot be scheduled at 
the same time. The other constraint are soft constraint 
which is defined as a type of constraint that most required 
to be fulfilled as the more the better. Violation of soft con-
straint will not make the solution to be infeasible but the 
timetable may not be as expected. Most demanded soft 
constraint in literature is consecutiveness of exam where a 
student taken more than one exams cannot be scheduled 
for two or more exam adjacently. For examination time-
tabling problem in university, there are many constraint 
that usually added to solve the problem that vary depend 
on institutions7,8,9.

Throughout the year, variations of approach have 
been developed by various researchers around the globe 
in order to find the best solution to solve the scheduling 
problem. Initiated using the manual solution to solve the 
problem to using computerized technique, researcher has 
used every possible way to find the best solution that is 
applicable to solve the similar problem in many field. The 
difference of constraints used in different institution only 
hardening the process of finding one feasible solution that 
can solve the problem generally as one. Therefore, many 
solution approaches have been widely applied to solve 
examination-timetabling problem considering different 
type of constraints. Some of the research on the same 
topic is as followed:

Examination Timetabling Problem in Kuwait 
University (KU) is discussed in Al-Yakoob et al10. The prob-
lem is divided into two sub-problem; Exam Timetabling 
Problem (ETP) and Proctor Assignment Problem (PAP). 
Two programming models are developed using Mixed 
Integer Problem (MIP) for the problem respectively. 
The model is noted as mixed integer exam timetabling 
programming model (ETM) for ETP and proctors assign-
ment model (PAM) for PAP. ETM was developed to assign 
the exams of section of classes to exam-periods, consid-
ering the hard constraint. Meanwhile, they use the PAM 

for the assignment with condition to satisfy the proctors’ 
preferences for their preferred days and periods. The anal-
ysis for solving ETM and PAM is done using the CPLEX 
Optimization Software (version 9.0). The result obtained 
significantly improves than existing method used at KU.

A research on the generalized model to solved various 
timetabling problem using one general model has been 
developed by Aizam and Sithamparam11 to solve a general 
timetabling problem in three different fields. The Binary 
Integer Programming method is use to formulated the 
generalized 0-1 programming model for the problems. 
Basic common constraints for each problem are identi-
fied and they have successfully developed a general basic 
model that is applicable to solve the three different time-
tabling problems using one single model. Another study 
that improvised the timetabling problem in five different 
fields using one general model was formulated in Aizam 
and Uvaraja12. In the study, they analyzed the basic com-
mon constraints for university examination and course 
timetabling, flight-gate, nurse and bus crew scheduling. 
They used the Binary Integer Programming method to 
develop the models for the problems and managed to 
generate one binary model that can solve these types of 
timetabling problem using the same constraints.

Ayob et al13 presented a new real-world examination 
timetabling dataset at University Kebangsaan Malaysia. A 
new objective function is introduced by considering both 
timeslot and days to solve the problem related to con-
secutiveness of exam. They successfully in producing a 
feasible timetable by applying the new objective function 
without violating the required constraints into the graph 
colouring technique.  Other examples using the same 
method can be found in Burke and Newall14 and Pillay 
and Banzhaf15.

Etemadi and Charkari16 proposed an algorithm 
using clustering and tabu search method to solve exami-
nation timetabling problem. They satisfy all the hard 
constraints by using the clustering algorithm and using 
the tabu search, they managed to allocate the examina-
tion clustered to the appropriate timeslots by maximizing 
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the number of soft constraints that need to be satisfied. 
Paquete and Stützle17 are another example of researcher 
who has done a research in tabu search method.

Kalayci and Gungor18 researched on the student suc-
cess in College of Engineering at Pamukkale University, 
Turkey, using Genetic Algorithm (GA) based examina-
tion timetabling model. An examination timetable is 
generated with focus on the student success rate based 
on good quality preparation and resting time between 
exams. They aim to minimize the time length between 
exams by applying the model. Two different types GA 
model is proposed to optimized the paper spreads among 
exam. First model, they managed to minimize the high 
penalty to discard infeasible solution and assuring all 
hard constraint is satisfied for each stage with the second 
model. The model is run using the dataset collected from 
the College of Engineering at Pamukkale University. 

Apparently, numerous methods to solve examination-
timetabling problem is proposed by researchers around 
the globe. These proposed methods are proved to give a 
feasible timetable and some of them can even work effi-
ciently on determining the best solution as well as many 
improvements has been done in terms of methodology 
aspects. Thus, various application of method on the prob-
lem will help on finding the most satisfying solution to 
the problem faced by any institutions. We on the other 
hand, are adding on the literature by presenting a study 
on the same problem and discussed the possible way of 
solving the problem in UMT.

This paper, we present a UETP from a real world 
example from Universiti Malaysia Terengganu (UMT). 
The main requirement for examination scheduling task in 
UMT is studied and using these requirements as the basic 
constraint, a mathematical model is developed using BIP 
modelling method to produce an examination timetable. 
An overview of examination timetabling problem in UMT 
and the main requirement constraint are discussed in sec-
tion 2. The new mathematical models which is designed 
based on the main requirement constraint as discussed in 
section 2 is presented in section 3 and the dataset used in 

this study is presented in section 4. The result will then be 
discussed especially on section 5 where AIMMS software 
is use to run the model. Finally, we will summarize the 
whole paper in our last section.

2.  Examination Scheduling 
Problem in UMT

The Universiti Malaysia Terengganu (UMT) formerly 
known as Centre of Fisheries and Marine Science under 
directories of Universiti Putra Malaysia in 1979. However, 
it was officially renamed as UMT in 2007 as an effort 
to strengthen the position of the State universities in 
Malaysia. As of 2014, UMT has offered many programs 
that not only based on fisheries and marine science but 
also has offered program and courses in other areas 
such as mathematics, economics, social sciences and 
many more. More than twenty program and hundreds of 
courses to almost 10000 students from various schools 
in UMT have been offered. These numbers are expected 
to increase every semester with the introduction of new 
program and courses offered by the university. Although 
in the past years, timetabling system in UMT has success-
fully produce the timetable for their society, the process 
also involves manual process on certain assignment 
in order to solve the problem feasibly. In addition, this 
university is located near to the shore and needs to deal 
with the challenges of limited spaces, logistics and human 
resources to manage the scheduling process. Thus, with 
the limitation and increasing number of students and 
subject, the process of timetabling becomes more com-
plicated especially with manual assignment whether for 
course or examination. Therefore, we aim to develop new 
mathematical models that will not only ease the process 
of examination timetabling in UMT but also satisfying 
the preferences of the communities in UMT.

The design of the examination problem involves an 
exam taken by a student to be assigned into an available 
timeslot without clashing with other exams taken by the 
same student. In UMT, students are allowed to take more 
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than one exams in a semester depending on the credit 
requirement to complete a course. Thus, thousands of 
students may be taking extra elective exams beside their 
mandatory course subjects to complete the credit hour set 
by their school or faculty. The diversity of subject taken by 
one student has then complicates the process of exami-
nation scheduling. In addition to the problem, there are 
almost 9000 students taking various courses in every 
semester in UMT. This is the reality that needs to be faced 
by UMT scheduler. Hence, many constraints need to be 
considered during the process to make sure all student 
exams are scheduled perfectly without creating any con-
flict. Practicing manual solution as a norm to construct a 
timetable is almost an impossible task to do. 

Our purpose is to develop mathematical models that 
can solve the problem efficiently in order to produce a 
better solution for examination timetabling problem 
in UMT in compared to the manual solution available. 
However, for this study, we will include only the main 
requirement constraints which are the basic constraints 
used by scheduler to produce the timetable for UMT in 
every semester. The main constraints for the UMT sched-
uling problem are as follows:

C1:  All exams must be completely assigned and is 
assigned once in the timetable.

C2:  There are no students assigned to take more than 
one different exam at the same time.

C3:  Exams with the most students should be assigned 
early in the timetable.

C4:  Exam A must be scheduled before Exam B (pre-
cedence).

C5:  No students are scheduled into two consecutive 
exams whether in timeslots or days.

3. Problem Formulation
The binary models are developed based on the require-
ments of the university and are tested using a random 

generated data. The objective function is set in such a 
way that the exam assignments to timeslot are optimized. 
AIMMS Software with the aid from CPLEX 12.6.3 solver 
is used to solve the problem of examination assignment 
in UMT to optimal and test the validation of the newly 
developed model. The notation of the problem in UMT is 
as stated as follows:

Sets

 E  Set of exams, e.
 T  Set of available timeslots, t.
 S  Set of students, s.
 Es  Exams taken by the same students.
 ELarge  Exams with large number of students.
 TEarly  Timeslots at the earliest time of exams.
 Eroom  Room prepared for each exam 
  EPre  Set of exams with different features (ea, eb) 

that need to be scheduled first before another.
 
Parameters

 ),( teP  The preferences of the communities

Decision Variable

=teX ,

Objective Function

The objective function is to maximize the preference, 
 assigned to examination such that  is the pref-

erence of communities as to have exams as they desired 
where P is the preferences of communities, while e and 
t represent the exam and timeslot respectively. The pref-
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erences is ranged between 1 until 5 where 1 is the least 
preferred and 5 is the most preferred timeslot for exam 
to take place.

Maximize

∑∑
∈ ∈Tt Ee

tete XP ,,     (1)

Subject to:

1, =∑
∈Tt

teX   e∀    (2)

1, ≤∑
∈ sEe

teX      t∀     Ss ∈∀    (3)

∑ ∑
∈ ∈

≤
eL EarlyEe Tt

teX
arg

1,     (4)

∑
−=

=−
1

,, 0
tt

tete ba
XX   eba Eee Pr),( ∈∀

{ }1,...,2,1 −∈∀ tt       (5)

1)...( .2.1., ≤++++ ++
∈

+∑ ntete
Ee

tete XXXX
s

)( ,...,2,1 nt ∈∀      (6)

∑
∈

=
roomEe

teX 1.  t∀    (7)

{ }1,0, ∈teX      (8)

Mainly, Constraint 2 until Constraint 6 is mostly used 
in the previous literatures as either hard or soft constraints 
of examination timetabling problem in other institutions.  
The objective function (1) is to maximize the communi-
ties’ preference for their examination timetable where 
an exam will be assigned to the most preferred timeslot 
in the timetable as assigned for P(e,t). Constraint (2) is 
included for all exams to be completely assigned once in a 
slot. Constraint (3) will make sure that no students taking 
more than one exam at the same time. Constraint (4) is 
to assign the exams that have large number of enrolment 
at the earliest timeslot. There are some exams that need 
to be assigned beforehand, thus constraint 5 is included 
to allow exam to be scheduled before one another. The 
demand to ensure that no students are assigned in con-
secutive exam is interpreted in equation form as shown 
in constraint (6). As room for each exam is pre-assigned 
in the timetable, constraint (7) will assign all exams into 
the room as required. The last constraint shows the deci-
sion variable  is assigned as binary which is either 0 
or 1. All constraint is gathered after discussion with the 
scheduler in UMT.

4. Data
We will run the models in two cases of different prefer-
ences value where Case 1 involves a preferences value of 
5 for all exam to timeslot assignment, while a random 
assignment of preferences ranged from 1-least preferred 
until 5-most preferred is use for Case 2. A small case 
dataset, which are taken from the UMT dataset as the 
base guidelines to run the basic model so that the mod-
els develop can most probably solve a bigger dataset of 
UMT. The data consists of 33 exams that are required to 
be assigned to 20 slots into five available rooms will be 
used for both cases analysis. Ten group of student taking 
averaged 4-5 exams is used to test this model as well as 
30 lecturers’ data to invigilate the exam. The timeslots are 
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Sets Notation Data

Total number of examination, E e 33

Total number of course sitting for exam, Cn c 10

Total number of lecturer that invigilate exam, 
L

l
n:{1,..,30} 30

Total number of exams taken by each student 
group

c1={e1, e2, e3, e10, e31}
c2={e4, e5, e6, e32}
c3={e7, e8, e9, e32, e33}
c4={e10, e11, e12, e31}
c5={e13, e14, e15, e22, e32}
c6={e16, e17, e18, e32}
c7={e19, e20, e21, e31, e33}
c8={e22, e23, e24, e32}
c9={e25, e26, e27, e32}
c10={e28, e29, e30, e27, e33}

4-5 exam per group

Total number of exams invigilate by each 
lecturer

{l1,...,l26}
{l27,...,l30}

1
2

Total number of timeslots, T T 20

Parameters Notation Data

Table 1. The self-generated examination data used to solve the problem in AIMMS
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Maximum number of timeslots per day

Monday = {t1, t2, t3}
Tuesday = {t4, t5, t6}
Wednesday = {t7, t8, t9}
Thursday = {t10, t11, t12}
Friday = {t13, t14, t15}
Saturday = {t16, t17, t18}
Sunday = {t19, t20 }

3

Preference of exams at timeslot t (matrix) P(e,t)

Case 1 5–Preference value

Case 2 1–least preferred until
5–most preferred

Room assignment for each exam, r

r1={e31, e32, e33}
r2={ e1, e4, e7, e10, e13, e16}
r3={ e19, e22, e25, e28, e29, e30}
r4={ e2, e5, e8, e11, e14, e17, e20,  e23, 
e26}
r5={ e3, e6, e9, e12, e15, e18, e21, e24, 
e27}

One exam per room

Table 1 Continued

arranged from T1 until T20 where it is divided into seven 
exam days with three slots of exam per day. This data was 
designed to solve an exam-timeslot assignment where the 
exam subject is scheduled to a timeslot in the timetable. 
However, room assignment is assigned as a pre-schedul-

ing problem where it is assigned in advanced based on 
the suitability of each room. The dataset is as shown in 
Table 1.

The implementation of the model into AIMMS soft-
ware is as shown is Figure 1.
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5.  Results
The results for the implementation of the model into 
the data using AIMMS 3.13 mathematical software with 

CPLEX 12.6.3 using both case is as shown in Table 2.  Both 
results are compared in terms of computational time and 
completion of exam-timeslot assignment to the preferred 
value of assignment.

Figure 1. Notation of set, parameters and constraint in AIMMS software.

Progress
Output Reading

Case 1 Case 2

CPU Time (sec) 0.19 0.2

Objective Function Value 165 145

No. of Constraints 1177 1177

No. of Variable 661 (660 integer) 661 (660 integer)

No. of Non-Zeros 7639 7639

No. of Iterations 541 666

Table 2. Results of constraint satisfaction using AIMMS Software for 
Case 1 and Case 2.
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As stated in Table 2, we conclude that the model runs 
smoothly using AIMMS software. A number of 1177 
constraints are solved to find the best solution to both 
problems. Case 1 is solved after 541 iterations within 0.19 
second to obtain the optimal preference value of 165. 
Preference of ‘5’ is set for each assignment of exam into 
timeslot for Case 1. Thus, it is expected that the result 
was to reach optimality at 165 values with each complete 
assignment of exams to timeslots due to all available 
timeslot is assign with ‘5’ value of preferences. This opti-
mality value may differ if we set different preferences for 
each exam, as can be seen in Case 2 where it takes slightly 
longer time of 0.20 second to solve the problem in 666 
iterations with 145 optimal solutions. This may due to 
the different preference value used for each assignment 
of exam to timeslot where some exams may not be able 
to be assigned at the most preferred timeslot. However, as 
we aim to maximize the solution, exams will be assigned 
to the best value as preferred. In other word, exams that 

cannot be assigned at 5-most preferred timeslots may be 
assigned at 4-preferred timeslots or less depend on the 
constraints. The percentages of exams assignment to the 
preferred timeslot is shown in Figure 2.

Based on our analysis on the percentage of assigning 
exams towards the preferred timeslot, the models were 
able to avoid any exams from being assigned to the least 
preferred timeslots where the preferences value is 1 and 
2 respectively. The assignment of exam into timeslot in 
the timetable is illustrated in Table 3 (see appendix 1 and 
appendix 2 for detailed result on examination assignment 
to slots and rooms given that rooms are pre-assigned at 
the early stage of the model).

Result in Table 3 shows the assignment of exam to 
timeslots is significantly different for both cases. This 
different is due to the preferences value setting in the 
objective function used in the study as well as the con-
straints demand in the model. However, as no difference 
in the assignment preferences value in Case 1 shows 

Figure 2. Percentage of exam assignment for both cases.
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Day T
Case 1 Case 2

Exam Course Exam Course

Mon

t1 e9, e13, e23, e28, e31 c1, c3, c4, c5, c7, c8, c10 e8, e18, e30, e31 c1, c3, c4, c6, c7, c10

t2 e6 c2 e22 c5, c8

t3 e25 c9 e25 c9

Tues

t4 e18 c6 e5 c2

t5 e22, e33 c5, c8, c3, c7, c10 e33 c3, c7, c10

t6 e4 c2 e15, e16 c5, c6

Wed

t7 e2 c1 e1 c1

t8 e11 c4 e11 c4

t9 e21 c7 e20 c7

Thu

t10 e32 c2, c3, c5, c6, c8, c9 e32 c2, c3,c5, c6, c8, c9

t11 e1 c1 e3, e28 c1, c10

t12 e30 c10 e12 c4

Fri

t13 e20 c7 e19 c7

t14 e12, e14, e6 c4, c5, c6 e7, e24, e26 c3, c8, c9

t15 e3, e5, e7 c1, c2, c3 e2, e4 c1, c2

Sat

t16 e27 c9,c10 e14, e29 c5, c10

t17 e24 c8 e21 c7

t18 e17, e19 c6, c7 e9, e23 c3, c8

Sun
t19 e8, e10 c3, c4 e6, e10, e17 c1, c2,c4, c6

t20 e15, e26, e29 c5, c9, c10 e13, e27 c5, c9, c10

Table 3. The timetabling result for Case 1 and Case 2.
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that all exams are perfectly assigned to the best timeslot 
demand. Different preferences values are given in Case 
2 which shows that some exams may not be assigned to 
the best preferred timeslot. For example in Case 2 due to 
the constraints that demands exam with large number of 
enrolment must be assigned in earliest timeslot, exam 31, 
exam 32 and exam 33 is scheduled at the earliest times-
lot T1, T5 and T10 despite the value of preferences at 
the three timeslot, the value of preferences is 5, 4 and 3 
respectively. Thus, this setting has created a different out-
put where the method used is prioritized on satisfying 
those that are considered as hard constraints first before 
going through the soft constraints which is the objective 
to maximize the preference of having an exam to a pre-
ferred timeslot on the result of optimal solution for Case 
2. Nevertheless, all 33 exams have been assigned without 
violating any required constraints in both cases. We have 
successfully schedule a non-conflict examination timeta-
ble that solve the basic needs addresses by the university 
as well as maximizing the preferences of the communities 
based on the data generated using the newly generated 
binary model.

6. Conclusion
As conslusion, we studied UETP at UMT and using BIP 
method, we have developed a model using five main 
constraints in UMT system to produced an examination 
timetable using a random generated data with two dif-
ferent preferences setting. The application of the binary 
model into AIMMS software was a success and proven 
that our model are able to generate a conflict-free timeta-
ble with preferred number of gap which is a complicated 
task using UMT former system. From the result for both 
cases, the difference in the preference setting can affect 
the result whether in computational test or in the arrange-
ment of the timetable itself. Thus, in this study, we have 
obtain useful information from this application to futher 

this research using the real dataset. As our future work, 
we are in the process of planning on producing the new 
examination timetable for UMT using the same method 
with few changes in exam-timeslot assignment where 
room assignment will also be included in the problem 
based on the preferences of their society.  
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